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Wildly praised by readers and critics alike, Robert Charles Wilson's Spin won science fiction's highest honor,
the Hugo Award for Best Novel.

Now, in Axis, Spin's direct sequel, Wilson takes us to the "world next door"?the planet engineered by the
mysterious Hypotheticals to support human life, and connected to Earth by way of the Arch that towers
hundreds of miles over the Indian Ocean. Humans are colonizing this new world?and, predictably, fiercely
exploiting its resources, chiefly large deposits of oil in the western deserts of the continent of Equatoria.

Lise Adams is a young woman attempting to uncover the mystery of her father's disappearance ten years
earlier. Turk Findley is an ex-sailor and sometimes-drifter. They come together when an infall of cometary
dust seeds the planet with tiny remnant Hypothetical machines. Soon, this seemingly hospitable world will
become very alien indeed?as the nature of time is once again twisted, by entities unknown.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Knight:

This Axis (Spin) tend to be reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The key
reason why of this Axis (Spin) can be one of the great books you must have is definitely giving you more
than just simple reading food but feed an individual with information that possibly will shock your previous
knowledge. This book is actually handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions
throughout the e-book and printed people. Beside that this Axis (Spin) forcing you to have an enormous of
experience for instance rich vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that could it useful in your day
activity. So , let's have it and revel in reading.

Jeannette Villalobos:

You may get this Axis (Spin) by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this book are various.
Not only by means of written or printed but also can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern
era just like now, you just looking by your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now,
choose your ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

Scott Fisher:

A lot of book has printed but it is different. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is called of book Axis
(Spin). You can add your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it could add your knowledge
and make a person happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about guide. It can bring you from
one location to other place.

James Valenzuela:

Some individuals said that they feel uninterested when they reading a guide. They are directly felt the idea
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose the actual book Axis (Spin) to make your own
reading is interesting. Your personal skill of reading ability is developing when you similar to reading. Try to
choose basic book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the opinion about book and reading through
especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to available a book and go through it. Beside that the e-book
Axis (Spin) can to be a newly purchased friend when you're really feel alone and confuse using what must
you're doing of this time.
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